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Festival Regulations

1. The Angolan Festival (further called the Festival) is an event promoting the culture of Angola.

The event includes dance workshops, dance parties and other alternative attractions, such as

slide presentations, film presentations, food degustation, fashion shows, etc., depending on

the  Organizer  and  the  Venue’s  organizational,  technical  and  legal  possibilities.  At  dance

workshops,  we  focus  on  dances  and  original  rhythms  of  Angola:  kizomba,  semba  and

additionally on: tarraxinha, kuduro, afrohouse and other traditional and contemporary dances

from this country. The workshops will be at intermediate and advanced level. At dance parties

DJs shall play music from Angola: kizomba, semba, kuduro, afrohouse, rebita, kazukuta in

various proportions, with dominance of kizomba and semba.

2. AFRORITMO  Michał  Górka  (Tax  Identification  Number:  513-001-19-09)  as  part  of  the

AfroRitmo.pl project is the organizer of the 8th Angolan Festival.

3. The  registration  for  the  Festival  is  via  the  appropriate  form  at

http://www.AngolanFestival.pl/rejestracja/ or

http://www.geol.agh.edu.pl/~mgorka/8angolanfestival/rejestracja/ .

4. E-mail  addresses  used  by  the  Organizer:  info@afroritmo.pl,  info@angolanfestival.pl,

afroritmo.pl@gmail.com .

5. After  registration,  the  Organizer  displays  on  the  Participant’s  sreen  the  confirmation

of registration and the order with the current price of the selected ticket, the discounts and the

bank  account  number  to  which  the  payment  should  be  made  together  with  alternative

additional  order.  The Organizer  reserves the right to  correct  the order  if,  after  verification,

it appears that the data provided by the Participant or the Organizer is incorrect, which may

result in an additional payment by the Participant or money refund by the Organizer due to the

overpayment.  In  case  of  the  lack  of  the  Participant’s  additional  payment  or  the  lack  of

response to e-mailed requests for payment or correction of data, the Organizer may cancel the

Participant's application, may refuse to accept the order, to send an invoice, and finally to

enter the Festival.

6. After the registration for the Festival, within 2 days, full amount stated in the order must be

paid. In case of registration on the last day of registration for the Festival, pay must be done

the same day with a confirmation of the money transfer sent by replying to the e-mail with the

Festival’s order (in the subject of the e-mail include the number of the order).
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7. The Full  Pass price depends on the number of  people already registered for the Festival.

At the  time  of  registration,  the  participant  receives  a  number  on  the  list  (at  the  time  of

registration) and the actual price of the entry, which he accepts. The organizer recommends

the Participant to register only once, and in case of errors during registration (incorrect data) to

report it to the Organizer via email. The Organizer is not responsible for multiple attempts to

register  by  the  Participant,  especially  for  possible  disadvantages  (higher  price)  for  the

subsequent Participants. In case of one's resignation or removal of wrong registration, the

number on the final list may change, which does not affect the price of an already purchased

ticket - in this situation Participant cannot file a complaint.

8. If a Full Pass is purchased as part of a discount group, the Participant is asked to pay attention

to the promotional code (promo code) or group name used by him/her in the form. This should

be entered exactly as reported (and registered) by the group organizer regarding the symbols

and the size of the letters. In the case of a wrong promotional code or incorrect group name,

the discount will not apply. Each participant in the discount group is entitled to a discount of

20 PLN / 5 EUR for purchasing a Full Pass (when the promo code or group name is entered

correctly).

9. Each participant who purchased a Full Pass or a Day Pass for the 7th Angolan Festival (via

the  registration  form  and  made  a  payment  via  money  transfer)  and  will  register  for  the

8th Angolan  Festival  and  purchase  the  full  pass  (via  the  registration  form and  will  make

a payment by money transfer)  will  obtain 10 PLN / 2.5 EUR discount.  The identification is

automatic on the basis of the individual telephone number provided during registration for the

7th Angolan Festival. If the participant of the 7th Angolan Festival has changed the phone

number, before completing the form for the 8th Angolan Festival can submit this fact, giving the

previous phone number and the current one, by email to info@angolanfestival.pl and wait for

confirmation from the Organizer. If the Participant does not do so before registration, then the

Participant is not entitled for the discount. If the Participant provides an incorrect telephone

number, the discount is also not accessible.

10.Each Participant may receive an additional discount of 10 PLN / 2.5 EUR for the order of

another service or product from AFRORITMO. Information on the type of service or product is

provided in the registration form. Details of purchase and payment for an additional order will

be provided in separate correspondence via e-mail. Resignation from the purchase will result

in  the  cancellation  of  the  discount  and  additional  payment  of  10  PLN /  2.5  EUR for  the

purchased ticket.
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11. The discounts given in points: 6, 7, 8 are added up and their maximum value is 40 PLN /

10 EUR.

12.The Participant, when registering for the Festival, may additionally order a festival T-shirt at an

additional payment, which is automatically added to the price of the entry. This T-shirt is made

as an additional order to the service. The participant giving the size of the T-shirt, colour, type

(male, female) takes the risk of this order. It is possible to change this order details before

ordering  the  T-shirts  at  the  advertising  company,  which  must  be  reported  via  e-mail  by

answering the message with the festival order. After ordering the T-shirts at the advertising

company by the Organizer, you will  not be able to make any changes. Each participant is

entitled to one T-shirt. The number of T-shirts is limited to the number of registered Festival

Participants.  The  registration  form  provides  full  specification  of  T-shirts.  T-shirts  will  be

available for collection during the Festival. If you want to order more T-shirts, send a separate

order by e-mail.

13.The Organizer sends an invoice as a confirmation of booking the payment at the bank account

(the invoice date is the date of receiving the money at the bank account). There is also the

possibility  of  self-checking  the  status  of  your  application  on  a  properly  prepared  website

available at http://www.AngolanFestival.pl/rejestracja/ (option: "user panel / user panel"). When

the  Participant  needs  an  invoice  listed  for  a  company,  the  appropriate  option  should  be

indicated  in  the  registration  form  and  the  company's  Tax  Identification  Number  must  be

provided. The name of the company will be automatically downloaded from the database from

the Central  Register and Information on Economic Activity or the Central  Statistical  Office.

Payment for the entry at the 8th Angolan Festival must be made by money transfer from this

company's account or in cash.

14.The Participant enrolling for the Festival is aware of his/her own state of health and physical

and mental condition, and takes full responsibility of partaking in the Festival. The Organizer is

not responsible for the Participant’s injuries that occur during the Festival. The Participant may

purchase appropriate insurance on his/her own in an insurance company of his/her choice.

15.The Organizer reserves the right to change the program, place of the workshops or party, as

well  as  their  cancellation  in  the  occurrence  of  insufficient  number  of  people,  failure  of

instructors, co-workers, contract partners, illness, instructors' incapacitation, terrorist attacks,

natural disaster, catastrophe, national mourning, riots, martial law, war, fortuitous events, force

majeure and other independent situations on which the Organizer has no influence.

16.The Organizer reserves the right to change the composition of instructors and DJs in case of
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their illness, indisposition, failure to meet the terms of the contract, lack of sufficient number of

participants to cover the organization's costs. 

17.The paid money is not refundable. We allow the possibility to exchange a person for a person,

which requires prior notification by e-mail or by sending the text message (from the e-mail

address or the phone number provided at registration).

18.Absence from classes or accompanying parties does not authorize the Participant to demand

a refund of the money paid. If it is not possible to participate in the Festival, the Participant

may transfer the entry to another person on condition that the Organizer is informed prior the

Festival by e-mail (which he provided in the registration form), or a text message (from the

telephone number he provided in the registration form).

19. In case of cancellation of the entire Festival,  workshops or parties due to natural disaster,

catastrophe, fire, national mourning, terrorist attacks, riots, martial law, war, fortuitous events,

force  majeure  and other  situations independent  of  the  Organizer,  the  Organizer  does not

return the money or returns, if possible, at a subsequent date, only that part of the amount

which does not constitute costs already covered by it.

20.Workshops with foreign instructors will be conducted in English or Portuguese.

21.The number of positions at the workshop is limited. With the care of comfort and the highest

quality of workshops, this edition of the Festival will  be limited to one room and maximum

90 participants.

22.A person enrolling to the reserve list via e-mail to the address info@angolanfestival.pl, pays

the  amount  in  cash  at  the  reception  of  the  festival  after  obtaining  the  approval  from the

instructor or the Organizer for its participation.

23.Every Participant is asked to bring comfortable clothes and substitute footwear for classes.

24. In  the  room and  the  building  where  the  classes  take  place,  smoking,  e-cigarettes,  other

tobacco products, alcohol and other intoxicants are strictly forbidden.

25.Filming  and  photographing  during  classes  is  FORBIDDEN.  This  can  be  done  only  after

workshops and only with the approval of the instructor or the Organizer.

26.During the workshops and events there will be a photographer present and, if possible, a crew

filming the event ordered by the Organizer. Other people or photographing or filming crews

wanting to do so must have the Organizer's approval.

27.The Participant, by participating in the workshops and parties, agrees to register and publish

materials with his image both in the Festival gallery on the Organizer's website, popular social

networks  (in  places  that  the  organizer  runs)  and  other  promotional  materials  of  events
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organized by AFRORITMO.

28.All  the  valuable  things,  the  Participant  brings  and  leaves  at  the  place  of  workshops  and

parties, are at his own risk.

29. Improper behaviour at workshops or accompanying events may result in the Participant being

expelled from the workshops or party without refunding the money paid.

30.The  Organizer  reserves  the  right  to  provide  certain  personal  data  (especially  name  and

surname) to Partners, with the help of which other discount programs or services supporting

the course of the Festival will be provided.

31.The Participant is asked to respect property belonging to the owners of the facilities in which

workshops and parties take place and is obliged to fully compensate for material  damage

resulting from improper behaviour while staying on the premises. Material damage caused by

minors is the responsibility of their parents or guardians.

32.The Participant is asked to respect the religious, patriotic and ideological symbols of the owner

of the premises in the places of workshops and parties, as well as other places used by the

Organizer in order to organise the Festival.

33.A Participant  who  receives  promotional  materials  from Sponsors  and  the  Partners  of  the

Festival  at  entry,  is  asked to  keep them and not  to  throw them away at  the  premises of

workshops or imprez.

34.The Participant agrees to receive information about Sponsor and his offer by email, no more

than once a month (up to the Festival date).

35.Submission  to  participate  in  the  Festival  means  to  acknowledge  and  accept  the  Festival

Regulations and program and to consent to the processing of personal data by the Organizer

for the purposes of organizing the Festival in accordance with the Act of 29 August 1997 on

Personal Data Protection Journal of Laws of the Republic of Poland  No. 101 item 926.

36.Pursuant to the Regulation on the Protection of Personal Data of the European Parliament and

the Council of the European Union No. 2016/679 of 27 April 2016, the Organizer informs that

the personal data administrator is AFRORITMO Michał Górka Tax Identification Number: 513-

001-19-09 (contact details: info@afroritmo.pl).

The organizer, after registering the Participant for the Festival, processes the data as follows:

- name and surname - in order to identify the person on receipt of the ticket, contact, issue an

invoice for the ordered service or goods,

- telephone number - in order to identify the person on receipt of the entry, contact, discount

for participation in the previous event, transfer to a discount in the next event of the Organizer,
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- e-mail  address -  in order to contact,  execute the order,  send an invoice for the ordered

service or goods, send information about the Festival, information about the Sponsor and its

offer,

- home or business address (collected from the transfer provided by the bank of the sender of

the transfer, sent by the Participant or downloaded from CEIDG - the Central Register and

Information on Economic Activity or CSO - the Central Statistical Office) - to issue an invoice

for the ordered service or goods.

The Participant voluntarily provides personal  data.  The processing of personal  data in the

manner described above is necessary for the conducting of the Festival. Lack of consent to

data processing in this way means refusing to participate in the Festival.  Limiting the data

processing may result in the inability to benefit from discounts in subsequent events of the

Organizer.

Invoices  issued  by  the  Organizer  at  http://wfirma.pl  contain  (in  accordance  with  tax

regulations): name and address of the Participant (in the case of a company: company name,

registered address, Tax Identification Number), which are sent to the Participant through this

website  in  the  form  of  PDF  and  transferred  to  the  Office  of  Tax  Advisory  Anna  Nawrot

(Tax Identification Number: 657-135-02-74) for accounting purposes. Personal data: name and

surname, home address or delivery, e-mail address, telephone number can also be forwarded

to Poczta Polska, InPost or a selected courier company to send an additional order or other

necessary correspondence related to the Festival.

Personal data is stored (archived) all the time along with all documentation of the event, but

processed up to one year from registration for the specific event or until the consent to the

processing of data by the User is revoked.

The Organizer’s websites do not generate so-called "Cookies" files. Social portals from which

the Organizer services generate cookies and use them, but the Organizer does not process

these files in any way.

37.The Organizer  reserves  the  right  to  change  the  Festival  Regulations,  and  the  Participant

accepts them, but these changes do not violate the acquired rights.
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